ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT PLANS (ESMPs)

INTRODUCTION
The productive Partnerships Agriculture Project (PPAP) is funded by the World Bank (WB) and as such the implementation of the project is guided by WB Regulations. The WB is concerned about the impacts the activities it supports will have on the physical and social aspects of the environment. It is therefore a requirement that all projects funded through the PPAP prepare environmental management plans.

The PPAP will be implemented within the context of the Environmental and Social Management Framework (ESMF) so as to ensure that project activities are implemented in such a manner that there are no deleterious environmental or social effects or, if they cannot be avoided, that they are managed and mitigated. A copy of the ESMF for the project is available on the CIC website, [http://www.cic.org.pg/ppap.html](http://www.cic.org.pg/ppap.html).

The ESMF has been designed so that all investments in the PPAP comply with the Environmental Laws of the Independent State of Papua New Guinea and the Environmental and Social Safeguard Policies of the WB.

The WB Safeguard Policies that are triggered are:
1. Environmental Assessment (OP4.01)
2. Pest management (OP4.09)
3. Indigenous Peoples (OP4.10)
4. Involuntary Resettlement (OP4.12)

These policies apply all activities funded under the PPAP irrespective of the source of funding and are explained in greater detail in the ESMF. The WB official website [http://go.worldbank.org/WTA1ODE7T0](http://go.worldbank.org/WTA1ODE7T0) lists a complete description of the Bank safeguards and their triggers for applicability.
ESMPs

- **First Call for Proposals**
  1. KONGO COFFEE – SUSTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIALTY (ELIMBARI) COFFEE
  2. KOSEM COFFEE – KOSEM GROUP PROJECT
  3. KOSEM COFFEE – KOSEM SMALLHOLDER PROJECT
  4. MONPI SUSTAINABLE SERVICES – SMALLHOLDER DEVELOPMENT THROUGH CERTIFICATION
  5. PACIFIC AGRICULTURE MANAGEMENT SERVICES – PAMSL SMALLHOLDER PARTNERSHIP
  6. PNG COFFEE EXPORTS – PNGCE/AAK COOPERATIVE

- **Second Call for Proposals**
  1. CDA KUNDIAWA – COFFEE PRODUCTION AND MARKETING IN GUMINI DISTRICT
  2. COFFEE CONNECTIONS – COFFEE CONNECTIONS AND PARTNERS COFFEE RAHABILITATION PROJECT
  3. COLBRAN COFFEELANDS – TAIRORA SMALLHOLDER COFFEE RAHABILITATION PROJECT
  4. GERAME COFFEE – GERAME ALENUMPA PARTNERSHIP
  5. MADAN COFFEE AND TEA PLANTATION – ANGLIMP SMALLHOLDER COFFEE PARTNERSHIP
  6. NEW GUINEA HIGHLANDS COFFEE EXPORTS – NGHCE SMALLHOLDER COFFEE RAHBILITATION PROJECT
  7. RILKE KOFI – HAGEN RILKE JOINT COFFEE VENTURE